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O. Introduction. In 1950’s, J. Mikusiflski established "Opera-
tional Calculus". In his theory, Titshmarsh’s convolution theorem
plays a very important role. A large number of proofs of that theo-
rem have been known. Mikusiflski’s proof makes use of Lerch’s
theorem. (See [2].) In this article, we will prove Lerch’s theorem
by means of the theory of analytic functionals. Our main result is
as follows:

Theorem. Let T be an analytic functional on C carried by the
direct product K= =1 ([a,, b,]+/- l[-s,, s,]). Suppose that T satisfies
the following condition:

limsup exp - ma ](ml,. ma)
/(1/

ml+ +ran i=1

where T(z)=(T:, exp (Sz)) denotes the Fourier-Borel transformation
of T. Then T is carried by the set (al, ..., an)+ /- 1 .__ [-, ].

The following corollaries are direct consequences of Theorem.
In the case of n--1, Corollary 2 coincides with Lerch’s theorem.

Corollary 1. Let T be a hyperfunction on R whose support is
contained in the direct product of closed intervals K--=1 [a, b].
Suppose that T satisfies the same condition as in Theorem. Then the
support of T concentrates to the point (al, ..., an).

Corollary 2. Let T be a complex valued continuous function on
the direct product of closed intervals K--= [a, b], Oab. Sup-
pose that T(t) satisfies the following condition:

for any (m, ..., m) e N.
Then T(t) vanishes identically.

1. Avanissian.Gay transformation of analytic functional. In
this section, we recall the definition o the Avanissian-Gay transfor-
mation o an analytic functional carried by a convex compact set.
According to Avanissian-Gay [1], we will define the Avanissian-Gay
transformation of an analytic functional T carried by a convex compact
set K as follows:

G:(T)(w)= T, (1--w exp ())-
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The Avanissian-Gay transformation G(T) has the 2ollowing properties
(see [1])"

(1) G(T)(w) is holomorphic in [[=1 (C\exp (-K)), where K is
the i-th projection o K.

(2) The Taylor expansion Gz(T)(w)=e T(m)w is valid in a
neighbourhood o 0, where T(z) denotes the Fourier-Borel transfor-
mation T.

(3) limw G(T)(w)=O.
2. Proof of Theorem. First o all, we assume that (0) is

less than = without loss o generality. We consider the Taylor ex-
pansion o G(T)(w) at w=0. By the assumption o Theorem, the
Taylor expansion of G(T)(w) converges in the polydisc = D, where
D=(w;w]exp (--a)}. Accordingly, G(T)(w) is holomorphic in the
polydisc ?= D. We want to show that G(T)(w) is holomorphic in
the region = (Cexp(--L)), where L=a+J-l[--,]. For the
simplicity, we will confine ourselves to the 2-dimensional case. Let
us consider the ollowing integral"

Gr(w)=-(2i)- G(T)(, w)(-w)-d,
JF

where F is a contour which surrounds compact set exp (--K), K
=[a,b]+-l[-e,], i=1,2. By Property (1) o G(T)(w), Gr(w)
is holomorphic in the region (CF)(Cexp (-K)). From Property
(3) and Cauchy’s integral theorem, Gr(w) equals to G(T)(w) in the
region (the exterior o F)X D. Now we fix w in D. In this case,
G(T)(w) is holomorphic in D with respect to variable w. Accord-
ingly, we can deform the contour F in D by means o Cauchy’s inte-
gral theorem in such a way that G(T)(w) has an analytic continuation
to the region (Cexp (-L))D. Hence G(T)(w) has a single valued
analytic continuation to the region = (Cexp (--K)) (Cexp (--L))
D. We can prove similarly that G(T)(w) has an analytic continua-

tion to the region D(Cexp (--L)). Therefore G(T)(w) can be
continued analytically to the region = (Cexp (--K)) := D
(Cexp (-- L)) D D (Cexp (-- L)), which is equal to =(Cexp (--L)). G(w) denotes the analytic continuation o G(T)(w).

Now we define an analytic unctional as follows"

(, h}=(2i)- G(w)h(-log w)w-dw,
JFXF

where () i olomorphie union defined on neihbourhood
o = L, nd is contour which surrounds the interval L. Ac-
cording to Avanissian-Gay [1], is carried by = L. Also, is an
extension o the analytic unctional T. If we put e=0, then we obtain
Corollary 1. For the details o the relation between analytic unc-
tionals and hyperfunctions, the reader is asked to refer, or example,
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to Morimoto [3]. Corollary 2 is direct consequence of Corollary 1.
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